
imply, pop up everywhere, from chemistry to seismology, but for biologists the most

common line of all is the transect. Whether one is counting seeds, surveying kangaroos,

spotting butterflies, or searching for monkey dung, following an arrow-straight transect

across the landscape is often the best way to make unbiased observations. They’re great

because they sample everything in their path, cutting directly through swamps, thickets,

thorn bushes, and anything else we might otherwise prefer to avoid. They’re also horrible

because they sample everything in their path, cutting directly through swamps, thickets,

thorn bushes, and anything else we might otherwise prefer to avoid. Including snakes.

FIGURE 1.1. A fer-de-lance (Bothrops asper). Anonymous (nineteenth-century). REPRODUCTION © 1979 BY

DOVER PUBLICATIONS.

Ahead of me, I heard the ring of machete on vine as my field assistant, José Masis,

slashed us a path through the latest jungle impediment. I had time to listen because the

snake, having missed my boot by inches, did something extremely disconcerting. It

disappeared. The mottled browns of a fer-de-lance’s back make an excellent camouflage,

and I never would have seen so many of them—not to mention eyelash vipers, hog-nosed



FIGURE 1.3. Domesticated in Mexico and Central America over 9,000 years ago, avocados were long established

in local diets by the time of the Aztec feast pictured here. Anonymous (Florentine Codex, late sixteenth century).

WIKIMEDIA COMMONS.

In a brilliant piece of casting work, the title role for the movie “Oh, God!” went to

George Burns. When asked about his greatest mistakes, the Burns-almighty deadpanned a

quick response, “Avocados. I should have made the pits smaller.” Sous-chefs in charge of

guacamole would certainly agree, but to botany teachers around the world, the avocado

pit is perfect. Inside its thin brown skin, all the elements of the seed are laid out in large

format. Anyone wanting a front-row seat for a lesson on germination needs nothing more

than a clean avocado pit, three toothpicks, and a glass of water. The simplicity of it was

not lost on early farmers, who domesticated the avocado at least three different times from

the rainforests of southern Mexico and Guatemala. Long before the rise of the Aztecs or



FIGURE 1.4. Avocado (Persea americana). Inside the paper-thin seed coat of an avocado pit, two massive seed

leaves surround a tiny nub containing the root and shoot. Avocados evolved in a rainforest, where young trees

need a large dose of seed energy to sprout and get established in deep shade. ILLUSTRATION © 2014 BY SUZANNE

OLIVE.

For an avocado tree, the right place is somewhere its seeds will never desiccate and

the season is always right for sprouting. Its strategy relies on constant warmth and

dampness, conditions you might find in a tropical rainforest—or suspended over a glass of

water in the Raccoon Shack. With no need to survive long droughts or cold winters,

avocado seeds take only the briefest pause before trying to grow again. “The avocado’s

dormancy may simply be the time necessary for the process of germination to take place,”

Carol explained, “which shouldn’t be all that long.”

I tried to keep that in mind during the slow weeks before my avocado pits showed any

signs of life. They became my silent, unchanging companions: two rows of mute brown

lumps lined up on a bookshelf below the window. Although I have an advanced degree in



packed into five-pound bags, it would bring over $100 million at a grocery store. Bake

that flour into bread, pretzels, Pop Tarts, Oreos, or any of the thousands of other wheat-

based products, and the bill at checkout would rise still higher. Before Sam rolled the big

door closed, I raised up my camera and snapped a picture, but it didn’t turn out. The grain

just looked like a pile of sand; there was nothing to show that it stood three stories tall and

stretched the length of two football fields. Nor could a photograph explain that hundreds of

similar sheds and silos dotted the landscape in all directions, every one of them filled to the

brim.

FIGURE 2.3. Wheat (Tricetum spp.). Descended from wild grasses native to the Middle East, wheat now covers

more agricultural acreage worldwide than any other crop. Like the individual grains of other edible grasses—from

rice and corn to oats, millet, and sorghum—each tiny grain of wheat is actually a complete seed-like fruit called a

caryopsis. ILLUSTRATION © 2014 BY SUZANNE OLIVE.

Anyone biting into a crusty baguette or twirling spaghetti noodles onto a fork has some

vague notion that their meal began life on a farm. But few of us stop to consider the

daunting logistics that lie between field and marketplace. The grain in Sam’s barn was



FIGURE 3.1. Coconut (Cocos nucifera). The seeds of the coconut palm, among the world’s largest, provide

everything from thirst-quenching beverages to cooking oil, skin creams, and mosquito repellant. Dispersed

throughout the coastal tropics by ocean currents and people, the origin of the species remains mysterious.

ILLUSTRATION © 2014 BY SUZANNE OLIVE.

To a Hollywood set designer, coconuts provide a reliable fallback prop for any tropical

situation. They’ve been featured as drinking cups in productions ranging from The Brady

Bunch to Lord of the Flies, and as bra cups in King Kong, South Pacific, and the Elvis

blockbuster Blue Hawaii. The Professor, a character in the 1960s sitcom Gilligan’s

Island, famously used coconuts to build useful items like battery chargers and a lie

detector. His inventions hardly seem exaggerated in light of the actual products made from

coconuts, which include buttons, soap, charcoal, potting soil, rope, fabric, fishing line, floor

mats, musical instruments, and mosquito repellant. This versatility led Malaysian islanders

to name the coconut palm “tree of a thousand uses,” and in parts of the Philippines it’s

simply “the tree of life.” But, for sheer ingenuity, nothing matches the bizarre ecology of the



FIGURE 3.2. Darwin looks on in this cartoon parody from Punch magazine, December 6, 1881. Entitled “Man Is

But a Worm,” it shows a spiraling progression of forms, from worm to monkey to evolution’s presumed pinnacle,

a top-hatted Victorian gentleman. WIKIMEDIA COMMONS.

“Success is an endpoint in itself,” Bewley told me. The constant iterations of evolution

ensure that new seed strategies will emerge, and anything that works is likely to stick

around. In an odd way, this point took me right back to Almond Joy bars, and the catchy

jingle that got me hooked on them in the first place: “Sometimes you feel like a nut;

sometimes you don’t.” The advertisements featured “nutty” people eating Almond Joys

while skydiving or riding horses backward, alternating with more straight-laced types

eating Mounds, which is basically the same confection minus the almonds. Combined with



live somewhere different? If they wouldn’t or couldn’t go there, then neither could you!’”

FIGURE 4.3. Wallace’s spike moss (Selaginella wallacei). Like the common ancestor of all seed plants, this spike

moss has taken the evolutionary leap of separating male and female spores. The males, precursors to pollen, are

pictured on the upper right, emerging from their pouch like a smear of dust. The much larger female spores

appear directly below. ILLUSTRATION © 2014 BY SUZANNE OLIVE.

In some ways, it’s as if seeds evolved in response to the limitations of spores. Instead

of banishing sex to the soil, they united parental genes on the mother plant, equipped that

progeny with food, and dispersed it in a durable, protective case that could withstand the

elements and sprout when conditions were right. Eventually, they even replaced the

swimming sperm with pollen, eliminating the need for water. With so few ancient seed

fossils to look at, experts still argue about the details of this transition. But everyone agrees

that it was well underway by the early Carboniferous. And while every step may not be

preserved in stone, living examples survive in the modern descendants of spore plants that



FIGURE 5.1. Common pea (Pisum sativum). The common pea made a perfect study species for Gregor Mendel

because it shows a range of easily manipulated features, including two forms of seeds, smooth and wrinkled.

ILLUSTRATION © 2014 BY SUZANNE OLIVE.

It’s no coincidence that both Darwin and Alfred Russel Wallace, co-discoverer of natural

selection, had their epiphanies while traveling in far-flung places—Darwin on the Beagle’s

long voyage, and Wallace in the Malay Archipelago. Grasping such a broad law of nature

required a broad view of nature. The novelty of seeing exotic creatures spread across

unknown landscapes helped both men discern patterns of life that can be obscured by

familiarity. When you see it in the backyard, a finch is just a finch. But to understand the

nuts and bolts of evolution, how individual traits are actually passed from one generation to

the next, required a focus much closer to home. Mendel’s revelation came by reexamining

a natural system that people know better than any other. Though he never took to the

farming life, he used techniques perfected by countless gardeners and farmers before him,

transforming the most basic insights of agriculture into scientific laws of heredity.



FIGURE 6.2. Date (Phoenix dactylifera). Cultivated since ancient times for their sweet fruits, date palms also

hold the record for longevity in seeds. A date seed recovered from the ruins of Masada Fortress germinated after

lying dormant for nearly 2,000 years. ILLUSTRATION © 2014 BY SUZANNE OLIVE.

“To say I was wildly excited would be an understatement,” Elaine Solowey told me,

recalling the spring day in 2005 when she noticed a lone shoot poking up through the

potting soil. An agricultural expert at a kibbutz in the Negev Desert, Dr. Solowey had

planted “hundreds of thousands of trees” in her career before she tried the Masada dates.

“I really didn’t expect anything to come up,” she confessed. “I thought those seeds were as

dead as doornails. Deader than doornails!” Solowey credits her collaborator, Sarah

Sallon, for dreaming up the whole idea.

“It just seemed meant to be,” Sallon said, when I reached her by phone. “To tell you

the truth, I expected it.” It was ten o’clock in Jerusalem and she’d been working late, but

Sarah still launched into our conversation with enthusiasm, and somehow also managed to



FIGURE 7.3. Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor). A hot-country grain native to Ethiopia, sorghum is expected to become

increasingly important as the world adjusts to climate change. The kernels can be ground into flour, fermented to

make beer, and even puffed as an alternative to popcorn. ILLUSTRATION © 2014 BY SUZANNE OLIVE.

“Fear sells,” Chris quipped when I mentioned the Svalbard project. But she quickly

added that everyone in the seed community was grateful for the publicity. The attention

raised the profile of their work and provided a needed boost in the constant struggle for

funding. And running a seed bank is anything but cheap. While words like “vault” and

“bank” imply simply turning the key and walking away, managing a seed collection requires

constant activity. Even in cold storage, the samples steadily degrade and must be checked

continuously to make sure they’re still viable. “The original plan was every seven years, but

we don’t have the budget for that,” Chris told me when we toured the germination lab. We

stopped by a bench where a technician showed us trays of bean seedlings, each sprout



every day just to survive. An almendro seed is worth the effort, but just barely. Spiny rats

and smaller rodents rarely bother—not necessarily because they can’t, but because it’s not

worth their while. The challenge and time involved would exhaust them to a degree that not

even the reward of a large nut could repay. In this context, the strength and thickness of

almendro shells seem perfectly adapted to reserving those nuts for squirrels, agoutis, and

pacas—the large rodents most capable of carrying them away. Making them actually do

so, however, lies beyond the control of the tree. That incentive must come from other

players in the dance.

FIGURE 8.2. Almendro (Dipteryx panamensis). Seeds of the mighty almendro tree lie within one of the toughest

shells in nature, a defense against the gnawing teeth of rodents. The shell is pictured at the top, partially cut away

in cross section. An extracted seed is shown on the left, with a whole fruit on the right. ILLUSTRATION © 2014 BY

SUZANNE OLIVE.

Once I perfected my mallet-and-chisel technique, I learned to cleave an almendro



FIGURE 8.4. This classic illustration by John Gould shows some of the diversity of beak shapes in Darwin’s

Galapagos finches. Charles Darwin, Journal of the Beagle (1839). WIKIMEDIA COMMONS.

For Charles Darwin, the finches of the Galapagos Islands appeared like a gaggle of

unrelated species, more notable for their tameness than anything else. As he recorded in

the field, “Little birds . . . will alight on your person & drink water out of a basin held in

your hand.” It wasn’t until his specimens reached ornithologist John Gould, who had

worked on parrots and was very familiar with seed-cracking bills, that their close affinity

came to light. As famously told in Jonathan Weiner’s Beak of the Finch, biologists have

since learned that seasonal changes in seed abundance produce measurable evolutionary

changes in the finches. Differences of less than half a millimeter in bill length determine

which birds can crack the toughest seeds and which can’t. In times of scarcity, that



research by the “Chili Team” at the University of Washington’s Tewksbury Lab. Taken

together, their research papers epitomize how science is supposed to function: questions

leading to insights, leading to new questions, until a fascinating drama lies revealed. For

Noelle, it all started with a love of mushrooms.

FIGURE 9.2. Chili pepper (Capsicum sp.). The thousands of varieties of domestic chili peppers descend from

four species native to South America. In the wild, their pungency repels seed-killing fungi as well as rodents and

other mammals that can’t take the heat. ILLUSTRATION © 2014 BY SUZANNE OLIVE.

“I’m basically a mycologist,” she said, and explained how the prolific toadstools of the

rainy Pacific Northwest had helped draw her from her home near Chicago. She studied

them on the forested campus of Washington’s Evergreen State College, and then entered

graduate school to pursue a particular passion. “I’m fascinated by how fungi interact with

plants,” she told me—how they exchange nutrients with roots in the soil and show up



FIGURE 10.2. Coffee (Coffea spp.). Beloved for their stimulating caffeine and complex flavor, the seeds of these

small African trees have become the world’s most traded commodity. The berry-like fruits pictured at the top and

in cross section each contain two seeds that swell and darken when roasted (below). ILLUSTRATION © 2014 BY

SUZANNE OLIVE.

“I’ll put you right over here,” said co-owner Chelsey Walker-Watson, greeting me at

the door with a smile and a handshake. She sat me at the counter between two people

who were also holding notepads, and for a terrible moment I thought that they, too, must

be writing books about seeds. But then Chelsey introduced them as new employees and

explained that I would be sitting in on a training session. So for the next three hours I

remained there at the counter—brewing coffee, drinking coffee, talking coffee, and learning

what it takes to be a barista at the hippest coffeehouse in the country.

“Basically, I got a job at Peet’s because my boyfriend wanted free coffee,” Chelsey

admitted, when I asked how she got started in the business. Petite, with hair the same dark

shade as the frames of her glasses, she had a self-deprecating style that belied the obvious



FIGURE 11.1. Castor bean (Ricinus communis). Beautiful enough to be sought after by jewelry makers, the

mottled seeds of the castor plant contain a valuable oil as well as ricin, one of the world’s deadliest poisons. The

spiny, protective capsule bursts upon drying, hurling individual beans as far as thirty-five feet (eleven meters)

from the mother plant. ILLUSTRATION © 2014 BY SUZANNE OLIVE.

Theoretically, the pellet from Markov’s leg could have held enough ricin to kill every

cell in his body many times over. But investigators had precious little evidence to go on. He

died too quickly for any recognizable antibodies to develop, and even though ricin was

known to be deadly, documented poisonings were extremely rare, and there was no

clinical description of the symptoms. So the pathologists decided to stage a test. They

obtained their own batch of castor beans, refined a dose of ricin, and injected it into an

unsuspecting pig. Within twenty-six hours the pig died in the same horrible manner as

Markov. “The . . . animal defense people would be horrified,” a doctor on the case

observed, but it emerged later that Bulgarian scientists had been even more brutal. They



disperser. Poisonous, single-species strategies are unusual, however. Most fleshy-fruited

species take the route of the apple, luring potential dispersers with something as widely

desirable as the plant can afford to produce.

FIGURE 12.2. Apple (Malus domestica). An iconic symbol of temptation in everything from artwork to Bible

stories to Snow White, apples play a role uniquely suited to fruit. In nature, fleshy fruits of all kinds evolved for

the sole purpose of tempting animals into dispersing the seeds of plants. ILLUSTRATION © 2014 BY SUZANNE

OLIVE.

“Affordability” may not sound like a botanical term, but balancing the household

budget dominates the lives of plants. Energy, nutrients, and water are the coins of the

realm, limited resources that must be divided among vital priorities. Spending a fortune on

dispersal runs the risk of shortchanging the seeds’ nourishment or protection, not to

mention the growth and defense of leaves, stems, and roots. In the world of plant

economics, producing fleshy fruit is costly. Gardeners and farmers know this from

experience—the “heavy feeders” in any vegetable plot always include the large-fruited

crops like tomatoes, melons, squashes, eggplants, cucumbers, and peppers. Adding



FIGURE 13.1. Cotton (Gossypium spp.). Lined up end to end, the fibers from a single cotton boll can stretch

more than twenty miles. Woven together into yarn, they anchor an industry that shaped the history of empires,

the Industrial Revolution, and the American Civil War. A full boll is pictured above, with fuzzed and shorn seeds

shown below. ILLUSTRATION © 2014 BY SUZANNE OLIVE.

That same observation could have been made in tropical places around the world,

where more than forty different species of cotton grow wild. Some have simple seeds, but

wherever the pips are plumed, local people have learned to spin those fibers into thread.

Cotton now reigns as the most popular fabric in the world, anchoring a $425 billion

industry that makes it the most valuable nonfood crop in history. It’s so ubiquitous we have

to be reminded that it didn’t evolve to be woven into togas, turbans, hammocks, and t-

shirts. The elaborate fluff engulfing a cotton seed arose with a different purpose in mind—

helping baby plants ride the wind.

To understand the concept of wind dispersal, simply let your lawn grow long and



bore gourd-like fruits bursting with tiny lambs. It’s unclear whether he meant cotton, which

he described more accurately elsewhere, but the idea took hold. Embellished versions of

the story soon attributed cotton to “vegetable lambs,” and illustrators pictured them

stretching their fuzzy necks down from the branch tips to graze.

FIGURE 13.2. Stories from medieval traveler Sir John Mandeville and others led to the myth that cotton came

from “vegetable lambs,” woolly botanical creatures harvested from the fruits of an Asian tree. Anonymous (c.

seventeenth century). WIKIMEDIA COMMONS.

Like Mandeville, I come from a cool, rainy island where the idea of growing cotton

sounds extremely exotic. Unlike a medieval Englishman, however, I didn’t have to travel to

India to find some in its natural state. Modern craft stores offer raw cotton bolls at a very

reasonable price, still attached to the branch. They’re meant for wreaths and flower

arrangements, but each one holds an incredible tale of seed evolution for any plant



German for “Dove,” Etrich didn’t hide the fact that it was based on a seed, and Javan

cucumbers have enjoyed a cult following in aviation circles ever since. Production Taubes

featured a tailed fuselage dividing the curve of the wing, but Etrich dreamed of building

planes that mimicked the cucumber seed exactly—eliminating the tail and fitting the cockpit

inside a single, uninterrupted wing surface. Mainstream aviation moved away from that

vision after World War I, but the idea of a “flying wing” aircraft persisted in the imaginations

of a few maverick designers for the next seventy-five years, culminating in what is still

considered the most advanced, expensive, and deadly airplane ever built.

FIGURE 13.3. Javan cucumber (Alsomitra macrocarpa). With its edges stretched into a broad, thin wing, the seed

of the Javan cucumber is one of nature’s most efficient airfoils, staying aloft on the slightest breeze and gliding for

trips measured not in feet, but in miles. ILLUSTRATION © 2014 BY SUZANNE OLIVE.
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